❖ Pedini Seattle – The Puget Sound Areas’ Premier Kitchen Design
and Bathroom Remodeling Specialists
Pedini Seattle has offered cutting-edge kitchen remodeling designs to homeowners who are looking for
progressive kitchen renovation ideas since 2006. Paul, the owner of Pedini Seattle, believes that your
kitchen should be designed as a pleasant, harmonious, and luxurious area of your home. The modern
kitchen is for more than cooking and baking. Your kitchen is the center of the home and a place where
you, your family and friends spend the most time. The modern kitchen is a reflection of your personal
expression and lifestyle. Contact Pedini Seattle today!
Customers choose and refer their family, friends, and neighbors to Pedini Seattle because Paul
understands the importance of efficient and beautiful kitchen renovation ideas. Paul knows the right
kitchen design can mean the difference between a dysfunctional home and a happy, peaceful home
where you enjoy a quiet cup of coffee, enjoy meals with family, and entertain friends.
Paul uses his extensive education and work experience to develop the best kitchen remodel ideas, and
knows just how to bring the elements together to create a kitchen design that is unique and customized
just for you. We work with you to select countertops, kitchen cabinets, kitchen islands, plumbing
fixtures, appliances, and flooring that enhance your space and fit your kitchen design perfectly.
Today’s kitchens also emphasize open space, comfort and adequate room for storage. Pedini Seattle
recognizes that wide drawers and spacious cabinets that are functional and suitable for storing small
appliances are an integral part of the modern kitchen. Paul incorporates the latest kitchen technology in
his design, like modern kitchen cabinets, to give your kitchen a clean and uncluttered look. Contact
Pedini Seattle today!

❖ Let’s Discuss Kitchen Design Trends
Design trends you may want to consider and discuss with Paul are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Two-Toned Cabinetry – Various colors and textures creates visual impact and brings more
warmth and life to the space.
Mixed Metals – Different finishes in your plumbing, hardware, and lighting.
Multi-Purpose Islands – Island storage is the perfect place for keeping the family organized.
Concealed Hoods – Creates a streamlined look.
Brick Accents – Creates a rustic farmhouse appearance.
Banquet Seating – A casual spot for breakfast, a working lunch, or large family dinner.
Patterned Flooring – One way to incorporate drama, movement, and customization to create a
truly unique space

•
•
•

Mixed Materials, Creative Cabinetry & Colorful Appliances – Used on cabinets, hardware,
appliances, and fixtures.
Concrete Elements – Creates warmth and an appealing feel to the touch.
Maximize Light & Views – Includes using outdoor light through windows and various indoor
lighting fixtures and elements.

❖ Pedini & Doca Kitchen Collections
Pedini Seattle offers beautiful high-end Pedini Kitchen Collections and Doca Kitchen Solutions. Each
Pedini and Doca kitchen is highly-personalized with unique characteristics that embrace the humanist
quality of European kitchen design of living, eating, cooking, relaxing and entertaining. Visit our
showroom or schedule to have Paul personally visit your home. Our kitchen design team will help you
select the right colors, textures, and finishes to complete your dream kitchen.
The Pedini Kitchen Collections offer eight different kitchen collections that are fully customizable. Here
are examples of designs The Pedini Kitchen Collection offers:
•
•
•

•
•

Artika and Dune emphasizes flowing lines and open space.
The Arke and Materika Collection uses concrete as the inspiration for those who dare to go
beyond the usual.
The Arts and Crafts Collection is the perfect combination of rustic charm and urban chic.
Kitchens are designed as separate functional work areas. These work areas are designed to
create flow in the kitchen.
New Kitchen Concept (EKO) uses complementary furnishing elements in the same space and/or
incorporate elements that promote openness in your kitchen.
As the name implies, The Vintage Collection emphasizes the use of classic traditional
countertops, cabinets, tables, and chairs in your kitchen.

Doca offers both contemporary and classic kitchen design solutions. Doca’s contemporary and classic
kitchen solutions focus on design and quality. These handsome designs combine functionality and
ergonomic efficiency. Materials are studied and tested so that your kitchen will look up-to-date and will
stand the test of time. All stainless steel surfaces are polished by laser, resins are of the highest quality,
and lacquers are polished to a glossy sheen. Every element is state-of-the-art in every sense of the word.

❖ Our Design Process
The design process starts with understanding your requirements, because no two families and no two
kitchens are the same. Paul considers:
•

Who uses the kitchen?

• How often do you cook or entertain?
• Do you plan to stay in your home long-term?
We spend time with you to become familiar with your space and what you want to achieve in your
kitchen. Schedule an appointment with Paul to visit your home, or visit our showroom.
Paul will present you with a selection of the finest products available, either in your home or in our
extensive kitchen design showroom in Seattle. Pedini Seattle will create a detailed design and thorough
plans at the end of the design process to account for every aspect of your kitchen remodel. Once you
have the final design and you’ve placed your order through Paul, your cabinets will be custom-made in
Italy, and shipped back and installed by our approved installation team.

Start your journey to a beautiful new kitchen! Contact Pedini Seattle
today!

